
Year 100% Bonds  10/90  20/80 30/70  40/60 50/50  60/40 70/30 80/20  90/10 100% Stock S&P 500 Distribution CPI (%)

1970 $1,068,523 $1,052,287 $1,036,129 $1,020,051 $1,004,057 $988,147 $972,326 $956,594 $940,954 $925,408 $909,959 $977,845 $60,000 5.48%

1971 $1,072,004 $1,077,590 $1,082,793 $1,087,606 $1,092,023 $1,096,039 $1,099,649 $1,102,847 $1,105,629 $1,107,992 $1,109,929 $1,045,501 $63,289 3.36%

1972 $1,044,014 $1,065,073 $1,085,992 $1,106,745 $1,127,309 $1,147,660 $1,167,771 $1,187,619 $1,207,177 $1,226,419 $1,245,320 $1,166,065 $65,415 3.42%

1973 $1,009,940 $1,008,789 $1,006,803 $1,003,983 $1,000,335 $995,867 $990,587 $984,504 $977,630 $969,978 $961,563 $937,319 $67,654 8.78%

1974 $996,976 $965,918 $934,705 $903,408 $872,099 $840,847 $809,716 $778,772 $748,073 $717,676 $687,637 $635,201 $73,591 12.20%

1975 $975,489 $973,472 $969,589 $963,854 $956,289 $946,923 $935,792 $922,938 $908,410 $892,264 $874,559 $758,277 $82,569 7.01%

1976 $963,814 $970,460 $974,859 $976,973 $976,773 $974,241 $969,372 $962,168 $952,646 $940,832 $926,762 $829,686 $88,360 4.82%

1977 $889,471 $916,190 $941,197 $964,306 $985,333 $1,004,097 $1,020,422 $1,034,138 $1,045,082 $1,053,098 $1,058,042 $684,149 $92,621 6.77%

1978 $803,077 $851,942 $900,834 $949,453 $997,477 $1,044,559 $1,090,332 $1,134,406 $1,176,374 $1,215,809 $1,252,267 $623,734 $98,890 9.03%

1979 $737,098 $796,709 $857,347 $918,679 $980,332 $1,041,893 $1,102,913 $1,162,900 $1,221,326 $1,277,626 $1,331,197 $610,963 $107,822 13.32%

1980 $654,283 $730,807 $810,807 $893,965 $979,890 $1,068,112 $1,158,080 $1,249,156 $1,340,615 $1,431,638 $1,521,314 $647,183 $122,183 12.41%

1981 $566,954 $647,326 $730,513 $816,096 $903,583 $992,409 $1,081,933 $1,171,437 $1,260,125 $1,347,127 $1,431,495 $484,815 $137,341 8.94%

1982 $511,141 $604,681 $700,003 $796,511 $893,542 $990,364 $1,086,183 $1,180,138 $1,271,313 $1,358,737 $1,441,392 $406,956 $149,622 3.87%

1983 $380,994 $490,136 $605,150 $725,558 $850,755 $980,009 $1,112,445 $1,247,046 $1,382,646 $1,517,927 $1,651,417 $308,184 $155,405 3.80%

1984 $247,929 $369,192 $495,692 $626,755 $761,577 $899,223 $1,038,623 $1,178,571 $1,317,728 $1,454,620 $1,587,648 $156,074 $161,314 4.02%

1985 $92,439 $237,690 $395,883 $566,810 $750,047 $944,925 $1,150,505 $1,365,551 $1,588,504 $1,817,463 $2,050,156 $167,800 3.77%

1986 $71,744 $254,534 $458,269 $683,265 $929,519 $1,196,658 $1,483,872 $1,789,858 $2,112,748 $2,450,047 $174,132 1.14%

1987 $82,977 $302,309 $549,887 $826,214 $1,131,283 $1,464,479 $1,824,482 $2,209,153 $2,615,438 $176,119 4.41%

1988 $130,785 $410,938 $733,121 $1,099,112 $1,510,019 $1,966,089 $2,466,520 $3,009,241 $183,894 4.42%

1989 $250,160 $622,771 $1,051,406 $1,538,341 $2,084,856 $2,690,965 $3,355,121 $192,014 4.64%

1990 $49,508 $415,034 $818,383 $1,258,356 $1,732,726 $2,238,102 $2,769,809 $200,932 6.10%

1991 $239,316 $722,668 $1,256,763 $1,839,638 $2,467,812 $3,136,083 $213,186 3.07%

1992 $20,346 $520,196 $1,067,711 $1,660,077 $2,292,948 $2,960,293 $219,734 3.03%

1993 $355,801 $1,037,111 $1,798,826 $2,638,825 $3,552,474 $226,392 2.75%

1994 $122,368 $803,836 $1,573,911 $2,431,766 $3,373,958 $232,624 2.67%

1995 $652,454 $1,541,409 $2,531,138 $3,617,371 $238,838 2.67%

1996 $447,510 $1,438,958 $2,563,481 $3,819,730 $245,216 3.33%

1997 $203,874 $1,242,907 $2,417,270 $3,724,316 $253,377 1.70%

1998 $1,038,186 $2,266,014 $3,619,995 $257,689 1.60%

1999 $901,590 $2,374,030 $4,056,832 $261,816 2.68%

2000 $632,617 $2,077,318 $3,688,776 $268,832 3.38%

2001 $352,686 $1,769,625 $3,316,474 $277,910 1.55%

2002 $66,979 $1,383,659 $2,760,899 $282,229 2.39%

2003 $1,557,846 $3,643,646 $288,982 1.88%

2004 $1,538,263 $4,151,667 $294,414 3.25%

2005 $1,385,221 $4,367,388 $303,987 3.42%

2006 $1,307,587 $5,045,636 $314,371 2.55%

2007 $1,016,163 $4,841,190 $322,384 4.09%

2008 $423,599 $2,624,424 $335,555 0.09%

2009 $117,858 $3,159,815 $335,863 2.72%

2010 $3,381,745 $345,002 1.50%

2011 $2,732,272 $350,167 2.96%

2012 $2,803,461 $360,541 1.74%

2013 $3,023,443 $366,816 1.50%

2014 $2,715,512 $372,319 0.76%

2015 $2,264,955 $375,135 0.73%

© 2016 The Merriman Financial Education Foundation Total distributions $9,964,346

Table 4: Aggressive Fixed Distribution Schedule ($60,000)
Initial investment: $1 million. Fixed initial distribution grows with inflation. Results reflect Fine Tuning Table returns.
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